be identified through sequencing unrelated samples compared to sibs. Alternatively, if samples are ascertained using fixed thresholds from an infinite-sized population, sequencing one sib with the most extreme trait from each extreme concordant sib-pair is consistently the most powerful design. Conclusions: MEGA will play an important role in the analysis of sequence-based genetic association studies.
Introduction
For the genetic etiology of complex traits (CT), there are 2 parallel hypotheses: CT are influenced by common variants (CV) that have modest phenotypic effect (CT/ CV), or they can be due to rare variants (CT/RV) that have a larger phenotypic effect than CV [1] . There is solid evidence supporting the CT/RV hypothesis [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In order to map quantitative trait (QT) loci (QTL), linkage and association approaches have been widely applied. Linkage analysis methods can usually only map traits to large intervals consisting of many megabases of DNA. On the other hand, association analysis can be used to localize traits to more refined regions [8] . If the CT/RV hypothesis holds true, traditional indirect association mapping will be underpowered by design, due to the low correlations ( r 2 ) between common tagSNPs and rare QTL variants. Direct association mapping through sequencing and analyzing exomes or genomes is the optimal way to detect associations with RV [9] . With the development and application of next-generation sequencing technologies such as Illumina HiSeq, ABI SOLiD and Roche 454, direct association mapping of CT in large scale genetic studies has been made possible. However, it is still expensive to perform either exome or genome sequencing on a large number of individuals.
A large number of well-phenotyped cohorts of both related and unrelated individuals are available for genetic studies, which include the Mid-Atlantic Twin Registry [10] , Dallas Heart Study [11] and Framingham Heart Study [12] . There is currently great interest to sequence samples from these cohorts, in order to better understand CT etiologies. Given the budgetary constraints, most studies can only afford to sequence a limited number of samples. Therefore an extreme QT study design is often implemented, in order to maximize power for a fixed sequence sample size. It was shown previously that using families with multiple affected individuals can be more advantageous for enriching causal variant alleles. However, it is not always more powerful to use related samples for detecting QT associations [13, 14] . The vast majority of QTL association studies are performed using existing cohorts of randomly ascertained individuals. For a fixed sample size, the power is strongly influenced by the size of the cohort and the selective sampling study designs. Using a smaller cohort or applying a more stringent selection criteria (e.g. the study design that requires both sibs in a sib-pair have extreme concordant QT value, QTV) will result in selecting individuals without particularly extreme QTV and reduce power. In practice, it is of interest to know whether it is more advantageous to use unrelated or pedigree samples when studies are implemented from existing cohorts of fixed size.
Many methods have been developed for mapping RV, such as the combined multivariate and collapsing (CMC) method [9] , the test of the aggregated number of RV (ANRV) [15] , the weighted-sum statistics (WSS) [16] , the variable threshold tests (VT) [17] , the RARECOVER method [18] , the kernel-based adaptive cluster (KBAC) method [19] , the replication-based test (RBT) [20] , the calpha test [21] , the sequence kernel association test (SKAT) [22] , etc. However, these methods were exclusively developed for the analysis of unrelated individuals.
A couple of methods [23, 24] use information from external samples of sib-pairs to determine weights or highrisk haplotypes and then test for RV associations in an independent sample of unrelated individuals. Specifically, the method of Zhu et al. [25] uses affected sib-pairs to screen and identify high-risk haplotypes, while the method by Feng et al. [26] utilizes affected or discordant sibpairs to assign weights to different variant sites. Both methods do not model phenotypic or genetic correlations between related individuals in association testing and they cannot be used to analyze pedigree samples.
In this article, a unifying mixed effects likelihood framework modeling extreme trait genetic associations (MEGA) is proposed for direct QTL mapping using unrelated individuals and pedigree samples with extreme traits. MEGA modifies the commonly used variance component model, and the QTL effects are modeled as fixed effect to facilitate joint analysis of multiple RV [23, 24] . In order to accommodate complicated ascertainment mechanisms, a prospective likelihood method is coupled with the mixed effects model. MEGA can be applied to any extreme QT study of unrelated individuals and/or pedigrees. Association testing can be performed using score statistics, which is asymptotically normally distributed when regularity conditions are satisfied. When normality fails to hold, appropriate permutation algorithms were developed, which can be applied to obtain p values empirically for simple pedigrees such as nuclear families. Combined with the permutation algorithms, many RV association methods that require evaluating p values empirically can be extended to small pedigrees.
Applying MEGA, we investigated optimal study design strategies using unrelated individuals and sib-pairs. Previously for sib-pair study designs some comparisons were made for detecting CV extreme QT associations [8, 27, 28] . However, phenotypic and population-genetic models are very different for CV and RV associations. In addition, previous comparisons were focused on robust tests of associations between QT and the transmissions of alleles within families and did not consider studies using unrelated samples. With the development of advanced computational and statistical tools, such as EMMAX [24] , population stratifications and cryptic relatedness can also be effectively controlled in population-based studies. It is of interest to compare the power for study designs using unrelated individuals or family data.
The power for detecting associations using unrelated individuals and sib-pairs was evaluated. The mathematical definitions for each of the 7 study designs can be found in table 1 , and the designs are also graphically illustrated in figure 1 .
Two major categories of extreme QT designs are distinguished. First, in most genetic studies, samples are selected from existing finite-sized cohorts of sib-pairs or unrelated individuals. This type of selection is named 'cohort selection'. For the second type of selection strategy ('population ascertainment'), new samples are ascertained and screened from a population of unlimited size.
The cutoffs used to screen samples from the general population can be determined by quantities of clinical relevance, such as the blood pressure thresholds used to diagnose hypertension, or the body mass index cutoffs that are used to classify individuals as being overweight or obese.
The aforementioned study designs were evaluated using a rigorous population-genetic framework. Site frequency spectrums (SFS) for Africans were generated using forward time simulations [34] . QTs were simulated using parameters estimated from clinically relevant complex phenotypes.
Based upon our extensive simulations, it is shown that for selections implemented within equal-sized cohorts of unrelated individuals and sib-pairs, sequencing unrelated individuals can be more powerful than sequencing an equal number of sib-pairs. In particular, EUI (design 1) is more powerful than all sib-pair study designs. In practice, if the size of the available cohort of unrelated individuals is larger, the advantage of analyzing unrelated individuals can be even more pronounced. For sib-pair co- horts, sequencing individuals that are unrelated is still desirable, i.e. using sib-pairs selected by proband and sequencing only the proband from each selected sib-pair (design 6: ES-EP) is the most powerful study. In addition, sequencing unrelated samples also facilitates the identification of a greater number of novel variants, because of the increase in the number of independent chromosomes. When new samples are ascertained from the general population, screening and sequencing pedigree samples with multiple individuals having extreme traits can be substantially more powerful than studying unrelated individuals. Specifically, (1) ES-ECSP (design 6) is consistently more powerful than analyzing unrelated individuals with extreme trait values (design 1: EUI), but ES-ECSP requires screening a very large number of sib-pairs. (2) For QT with low residual correlations, ECSP (design 2), where sib-pairs with concordant extreme traits are sequenced, or EDAC (design 4), where sib-pairs with concordant and discordant extreme trait values are sequenced, are both more powerful than using unrelated individuals (EUI). However, ECSP and EDAC have comparable power with EUI when trait heritability is high ( 1 90%).
In order to further illustrate applications of MEGA, the method was applied to the analyses of a sequence dataset generated by the Ottawa Obesity Study, in which 56 candidate genes for obesity were sequenced using DNA samples from 378 obese and 379 lean individuals [2] . The results confirm previous analyses [2] , and strengthen our conclusions.
Materials and Methods
A unifying framework is introduced for analyzing QT in sequencing-based association studies using samples from unrelated individuals and pedigrees with extreme QT phenotypes. The framework is based upon the mixed model approach which generalizes the Fisher's biometrical model [35, 36] . The locus-genetic effect is modeled as fixed effect such that multiple RV in a gene locus can be jointly analyzed. The correlation structure between pedigree members in the mixed model also differs from the variance components model. For human CT, each genetic locus only contributes a very small fraction of the total genetic variance [23] . In particular, the locus-genetic variation that is attributable to RV can be even smaller due to their low aggregated frequencies and moderate effect sizes. Therefore, the locus-genetic effect can be modeled as a fixed effect. This is similar to the ideas presented by Chen and Abecasis [37] and Kang et al. [24] .
Based upon Fisher's biometrical model [35, 36] , the mixed effects QT model for an 'individual' j from pedigree i is given by
The QT residual variation is partitioned into a polygenic effect g i,j , and an environmental effect e i,j , i.e.
The covariance matrix ⌺ i of QTVs for N i individuals from pedigree i in the mixed effects model is different from Fisher's variance components model [36] , in that no identical by descent coefficients are involved. The covariance matrix satisfies
where i,j,k is the kinship coefficient between individuals j and k in the i -th family. For example, if individuals j and k are siblings, i,j,k = 1/4. It should be noted that if the sample only consists of unrelated individuals, the covariance matrix 2 is degenerated to a scalar. In this case, the variance components g i,j and e i,j cannot be separately estimated. It is only possible to include the residual variance component i,j = g i,j + e i,j in the model.
The model can be further extended to incorporate additive and dominant effects, shared and independent environments, interaction effects between different components, etc. For simplicity, in this article, we assumed that the environmental components are independent between different family members. This assumption is only valid when shared environment does not contribute to the variability of the QT. However, it is easy to see that the inference for parameter ␤ 1 will not be affected, even when this assumption does not hold. For example, in a sib-pair study, the mixed model is equivalent to
For sib 1 and 2 in sib-pair i , the residual ( i, 1 , i, 2 ) follows a bi-variate normal distribution It has been previously demonstrated that it is advantageous to jointly analyze multiple variants within a region in order to improve the power for detecting associations with RV [9, [16] [17] [18] [19] 22] . A genotype score is usually assigned for the multi-site genotype X ] i,j using the coding function
, many RV association methods developed for unrelated individuals can be generalized to pedigree samples. Examples of coding functions include (1) Collapsing Coding: an indicator of whether the individual carries RV is defined, i.e.
where ␦ is an indicator function. RV is the set of RV that are grouped, which can be determined by fixed or variable allele frequency thresholds [9, 17] , functional annotations [9, 17] , genetic pathways [19] , etc. Through the collapsing coding, the CMC and VT tests can be straightforwardly extended in the MEGA framework, where CMC uses fixed and VT uses variable minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold for grouping variants. Statistical significance for CMC can be evaluated analytically, while p values for VT need to be obtained via permutation.
(2) Weighted Sum Coding: variants at each nucleotide site are assigned a weight, and then the weighted genotypes at different nucleotide sites are aggregated [16] , i.e.
For detecting QTL associations using related individuals, some possible coding functions include (2a) ANRV Coding: the coding is determined by the number of RV in the gene locus that are analyzed, i.e.
(2b) The coding or grouping scheme that uses functional prediction scores or evolutionary information. The weights w s can be determined by estimated variant frequencies [16] , prediction scores from bioinformatics software [17] or based upon estimated fitness values [38] . If the weights are not dependent on the pheno-
, the statistical significance can be evaluated analytically using asymptotic approximations.
Modeling Selective Sampling Designs
When individuals are ascertained based upon their QTVs, the ascertainment mechanisms need to be adjusted in order to perform valid inferences. Here, a prospective likelihood approach is applied, which models the distribution of QT conditional on the ascertainment mechanism. It uses of all available genotype and phenotype data, and allows efficient inferences for the parameters of interest, such as locus-genetic effects.
The prospective likelihood approach for ascertainment corrections was previously used by Epstein et al. [39] in binary trait linkage analysis. However, the implementation in Epstein et al. [39] is not directly applicable to QT association studies, since the phenotype models, (binary vs. quantitative) as well as the study designs are different. We extend this method to detect RV QTL associations using unrelated and pedigree samples with extreme QTV. Likelihood models are also derived for more complicated study designs such as ES-ECSP or ES-EP, where only one sib with the most extreme trait value is sequenced from each selected sibpair.
For studies using pedigree samples, it is assumed that the phenotypes of N i individuals in pedigree i are involved in sample ascertainment, but only the first N * i individuals are sequenced. The joint phenotype distribution of N i individuals in pedigree i conditional on the sampling status is given by ,1 , , ,
where A i is an indicator of pedigree i being sampled. Ascertainment mechanisms are modeled through the probability of being sampled, i.e. P (
Since the sample ascertainment mechanisms discussed in this article only depend on QT, the sampling probability is conditionally independent of genotypes, i.e. P (
Applications to Study Designs Using Sibs and Unrelated Individuals
Evaluating the likelihood function in equation 6 is generally complicated and computationally intensive. However, for small pedigrees such as sib-pairs, the likelihood configurations can be simplified.
For study designs using EUI, if it is assumed that samples with QTV 1 y ub or ! y lb are collected, the sampling probability satisfies
The sampling mechanisms for sib-pair study designs are similarly modeled. For instance, in an EP study, each selected sib-pair must contain at least one sib with trait values exceeding the thresholds. The sampling probability thus satisfies ,1 ,
, 0 ,
where the constraint ⍀ EP is given by
Two study designs use phenotype information from both sibs in sample ascertainment, but only sequence one sib from each selected sib-pair, i.e. ES-EP (design 6) and ES-ECSP (design 7). In order to make valid inferences for the genetic parameters of interest, it is necessary to incorporate QT values from the sibs that are not sequenced.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that sib 1 from each selected sib-pair has the most extreme trait and is sequenced in ES-ECSP and ES-EP. The likelihood for pedigree i can be simplified for study designs using sib-pairs, ,2 ,1 ,
The exact evaluation for the mixture likelihood equation 9 involves estimating RV frequencies, which is not numerically stable. If the collapsing coding scheme, i.e.
, is used, an approximate likelihood function can be used. Assuming that Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium holds in the parental generations and that parent-offspring allele transmission follows Mendel's law, the probabilities
)) can be expressed in terms of the total RV MAFs p in the general population.
According to Bayes' law,
,
An essential part is to compute
If it is assumed that most locus haplotypes contain no more than 1 RV (compatible with observations from both real and simulated data), the population carrier frequency q can be approximated by q = 2 p (1 -p ) + p 2 , where p is the total MAF of RV in the general population. For notational simplicity, a haplotype that contains RV is denoted by M (mutant haplotype), while a haplotype that does not contain rare mutations is denoted by W (wild-type haplotype). Parental mating types and their corresponding probabilities are summarized in table 2 . If it is assumed that the de novo mutation rate is low and negligible (arguably true for point mutations within a short gene coding region), the offspring locus genotype probabilities can be calculated according to Mendel's law. The probability
are the probabilities of unordered offspring genotype configurations. The details for computing these probabilities can be calculated from table 2 .
When weighted sum coding is used, the genotypes for the sibs that are not sequenced are treated as missing data and replaced by their expected values. Similar strategies have been commonly applied to genetic association studies with imputed data [40] . The approximate likelihood for sib-pair i is thus given by ,1 ,
where ,2
and .
Association Testing Hypothesis testing for RV associations can be performed using efficient score statistics. The null hypothesis of no genotype-phenotype association is tested, i.e. H 0 : ␤ 1 = 0. A likelihood-based score test is asymptotically normally distributed and locally most powerful if the model is correctly specified and the genotype coding does not depend on QTs. Other likelihood-based tests such as the likelihood ratio test or Wald test require maximizing the likelihood under the alternative hypothesis. They are not appropriate for detecting associations with RV, since the optimization procedure can be numerically unstable in the presence of sparse data [41] .
When data-based weights are applied or when a variable selection procedure is used, normality of the test statistic may not hold. In this case, permutation algorithms are needed to evaluate statistical significance empirically. In addition, p values obtained by asymptotic approximations may not be accurate. It is also necessary in practice to verify significant analytical p values using permutations.
'Gene dropping'-based permutation was previously developed for a QT transmission disequilibrium test (QTDT) [8, 28] . In a QTDT-based test, the locus genotype coding is decomposed into a within-family and a between-family component, i.e.
and the association between the withinfamily genotype coding C w ( X ] i , Y i ) and QT is tested [8, 28] . When the founder genotypes are available and it is of interest to detect QT associations using the locus genotype coding, permutations can be carried out by simultaneously shuffling the founder genotypes and performing the gene dropping algorithm.
In this article, permutation algorithms were developed for sibpair study designs, which sequence both sibs or only one sib with the most extreme trait from each selected sib-pair. The algorithm can be used to empirically obtain statistical significance. Under H 0 of no genotype/phenotype associations, bi-variate genotypes for sib-pair a and sib-pair b are interchangeable, i.e. ,1 ,
In addition, within each sib-pair a , the genotypes for the two sibs are exchangeable, i.e. 
P X X |Y Y P X X |Y Y
Therefore the following algorithm is motivated, which is used to obtain statistical significance empirically. It is similar to the QFAM test implemented in PLINK [42] . However, it will not induce non-integer genotypes in permuted datasets, which cannot be handled by some RV tests in their implementations.
Algorithm for Study Designs That Sequence Both Sibs from Selected Sib-Pairs
Assume that the dataset consists of N sib-pairs, i.e. sib-pair 1, 2, …, N, whose genotypes and phenotypes are given by 
␦ Ͼ
The algorithm applies to ECSP (design 2), EDSP (design 3), EDAC (design 4) and EP (design 5).
For the study designs that sequence only one sib from each selected sib-pair, it is assumed that within each sib-pair, sib 1 has the most extreme trait, and is sequenced. The following permutation algorithm can be applied to obtain p values empirically. 
Algorithm for Study Designs That Sequence Only One Sib from Each Selected Sib-Pair
Assume that the dataset consists of N sib-pairs, i.e. sib-pair 1, 2, …, N , whose genotypes and phenotypes are given by {X ] 1,1 , Y 1,1 , Y 1,2 }, …, { X ] N ,1 , Y 1,1 , Y 1,2 }. (1) Calculate the test statistic T dat using the original dataset { X ] 1,1 , Y 1,1 , Y 1,2 }, …, { X ] N ,1 , Y N ,1 , Y N ,2 }. Repeat steps 2-4, M times. For each m ^ M,(
␦ Ͼ
The algorithm is applicable to ES-ECSP (design 6) and ES-EP (design 7).
Simulation of Genetic Data
Population-genetic data was generated using forward time simulation [43] incorporating both demographic change and purifying selections. Using parameters estimated by Boyko et al. [34] for African populations, sequence data were simulated. A simple two-epoch model with two degrees of freedom was used to describe the demographic change, where the population was constant with a population effective size of N anc = 7,778, followed by a population expansion 6,809 generations ago, before reaching the current effective population size of N curr = 25,636. To model purifying selections, the selective disadvantages of new heterozygous and homozygous mutations are assumed to be u and 2 u , respectively. A gamma distribution was chosen to model the scaled selective disadvantage ␥ = 2 N curr u . The parameters in the model are given by ␣ A = 0.184, ␤ A = 8,200. These demographic and selection models have been shown to be parsimonious and provide good fit to real data. A mutation rate of s = 1.8 ! 10 -8 per nucleotide per generation is assumed. On average, the coding region for a human gene is 1,500 base pairs (bp) long [44, 45] , therefore 1,500 bp was used in the simulation to specify the locus-scaled mutation rate. One hundred haplotype pools were generated.
To simulate samples for evaluating power and type I errors, a pool was randomly chosen for each replicate. The multi-site genotypes of each unrelated individual and founder 'individual' (i.e. parents of sib-pairs) are composed of two randomly chosen haplotypes from the pool. The sib-pair multi-site genotypes are obtained by pairing one paternal and one maternal haplotype. As suggested in Kryukov et al. [46] , only non-synonymous (NS) variants are tested in order to reduce the impact of non-causal variants, and increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the study [34] .
Simulation of QT
In order to generate QT for individuals, 50% of the nucleotide sites with NS variants are randomly chosen as causal, and influence the QTV. The QTV for individual i is generated according to 2 1 Ν ,
where S C is the set of nucleotide sites containing causal variants. Similarly, the QTV for sib-pair i are determined by According to genetic models 12 and 13, the following genetic parameters can be mathematically defined: (a) locus-genetic variance:
(b) total QT variance:
(c) residual variance:
(d) overall heritability:
(e) locus-specific heritability:
(f) sibling-residual correlation:
When evaluating power and type I errors, the residual variance 2 r is fixed to be 1 and for each specified overall heritability value, the corresponding polygenic variance can be calculated according to formulae 15-17.
Type I Error Evaluation
We have evaluated the type I error for the MEGA method using the ANRV coding function, i.e. [16] .
Under H 0 of no association, the distributions of analytical and permutation-based p values of MEGA were examined for different study designs and a variety of overall heritabilities. The empirical p values were estimated based upon 3,000 permutations. For each scenario considered, the empirical distribution of p values was obtained by generating 10,000 replicates under H 0 (i.e. ␤ 1 = 0). The empirical distributions are plotted against their theoretical expectations.
Power Comparison
Power comparisons are shown when the ANRV coding is used in MEGA. Seven study designs using sib-pairs or unrelated individuals were evaluated using extensive simulations. For cohort selection, in order to compare the power for 6 different sib-pair designs and 1 unrelated individual study design, 2 different causal variant effects and 2 different sample sizes were used, i.e. when ␤ 1 = 1 r , the power of the 6 sib-pair study designs are calculated when 700 selected sib-pairs (or 1 sib per sib-pair for 1,400 selected sib-pairs) are sequenced from a cohort of 7,000 sib-pairs. The power for EUI is calculated when 1,400 samples with extreme traits are sequenced from a cohort of 14,000 unrelated individuals. For a smaller causative variant genetic effect, i.e. ␤ 1 = 0.5 r , the power for sib-pair study designs is examined when 1,600 selected sib-pairs (or 1 sib per sib-pair from 3,200 selected sib-pairs) are sequenced from a cohort of 16,000 sib-pairs. The power for EUI is calculated using 3,200 samples selected from a cohort of 32,000 unrelated individuals.
Second, the power of the unrelated individual study and 6 sibpair studies was compared for population ascertainment where the selection of sib-pairs (or unrelated individuals) was implemented using pre-specified phenotypic thresholds. The same phenotypic cutoffs y ub = F -1 (80%), y lb = F -1 (20%) ( F is the distribution of QTV in the general population) were used for each study design. When ␤ 1 = 0.5 r , 1,600 sib-pairs (or 3,200 unrelated individuals, or 1 sib per sib-pair from 3,200 sib-pairs) were sequenced, and when ␤ 1 = 1 r , 700 sib-pairs (or 1,400 unrelated individuals, or 1 sib per sib-pair from 1,400 sib-pairs) were sequenced. Statistical significance for the test statistic was evaluated analytically. An exome-wide significance level ␣ = 2.5 ! 10 -6 was used for all power comparisons.
The Analysis of the Ottawa Obesity Study Dataset
Extreme sequencing was carried out for the Ottawa Obesity Study. After controlling for age and sex, 56 genes were sequenced using DNA samples from 378 extremely obese individuals with a BMI above the 95th percentile and 379 lean individuals with a BMI below the 10th percentile. Nineteen of these genes were previously implicated in the etiology of monogenic obesity, i.e. BRS3 , CART , FABP4 , HTR2C , IL6 , LEPTIN , MC3R , MC4R , NHLH2 , NMU , NPB , GPR7 , NPY1R , NPY2R , NPY5R , ATGL , POMC , PYY , and UCP3 . The remaining 37 genes are candidate genes for complex polygenic obesity phenotypes, i.e. ADIPOQ , AGRP , APOA , ARNT2 , ASIP ,
, and WDTC1 . Among the 378 extremely obese individuals that were sequenced, 18 were sampled from pedigrees. Phenotype information was available on their related family members and was incorporated in the anal ysis.
In order to aggregate RV from multiple genes, 19 monogenic obesity-related genes and the 37 candidate genes for complex obesity were respectively grouped and jointly tested. Only NS variants with a frequency ! 1% were analyzed. Two analyses were carried out using the extended CMC [9] , ANRV [15] and VT [17] methods. In the first analysis, only phenotypes and genotypes from unrelated samples (i.e. 360 obese and 379 lean individuals) were included. In the second analysis, all the sequenced samples were analyzed, which includes both the unrelated samples and the 18 obese individuals selected from pedigrees. In order to model the ascertainment mechanism, quantitative phenotypes from related pedigree members of the 18 obese individuals were also incorporated.
Results

Enrichment of RV
Sample RV frequencies for each study design are shown in table 3 . The statistical power of rejecting H 0 of no gene/QT associations is influenced by the enrichment of RV. Based upon the simulated African SFS, RV frequencies in selected samples were examined analytically for the scenario where each causative variant shifts the mean QT value by 1 SD.
Using unrelated individuals or pedigree samples with extreme QTV offers a dramatic increase in aggregated RV frequencies, compared to using randomly ascertained individuals from the general population. RV frequencies can be further increased if pedigrees with multiple members having extreme traits are sequenced. For example, for population ascertainment, when the overall heritability is 10%, the RV carrier frequencies in the samples from EUI and ECSP are 3.5 and 5.2%, respectively, which displays a great enrichment of RV compared to the population carrier frequency of 1.8%.
For study designs using equal-sized cohorts of unrelated individuals and sib-pairs, RV are most enriched in the samples from EP (design 5) and EUI (design 1). For example, when the overall heritability is 10%, the RV frequencies in EUI and EP samples are 5.3 and 5.4%, respectively. When the overall heritability is 90%, the RV carrier frequency in EP samples is slightly decreased (5.2%).
Type I Error Evaluation
The type I errors of MEGA for 7 study designs were evaluated for scenarios with different overall heritabilities. The empirical distributions of analytical p values ( fig. 2 ) and p values obtained via permutations ( fig. 3 ) are plotted for the scenarios where population ascertainment was implemented and the overall heritability is 10 and 
Power Comparisons of Sib-Pair and Unrelated Individual Study Designs under Cohort Selections
One unrelated individual study design and 6 sib-pair study designs are compared when selective sampling is carried out within an existing cohort of sib-pairs or an equal-sized cohort of unrelated individuals ( fig. 4 ) . The power for the 7 study designs largely follows in the order of EUI (design 1) 1 ES-EP (design 7) 6 EP (design 5) 1 EDAC (design 4) 1 ECSP (design 2) ; ES-ECSP (design 6) 1 EDSP (design 4) (see fig. 1 and table 1 for detailed definitions for each study design).
The power for EUI is consistently the highest. The advantage over the sib-pair study designs increases with trait residual correlations. For example, when the effect of causal variant is to shift the mean trait value by 0.5 SD, i.e. ␤ 1 = 0.5 r , and the overall heritability is 10%, the power for EUI is 68.5%. It is slightly higher than that of ES-EP (64.7%), where only the sib with the most extreme trait from each sib-pair selected by proband is sequenced.
However, when the overall heritability is 90%, the power for ES-EP is only 58.2%.
It is very interesting to note that for the studies that use cohorts of sib-pairs, sequencing unrelated samples is still the most powerful strategy. Specifically, ES-EP that sequences the sib with the most extreme trait from each sib-pair selected by proband has the highest power. They are particularly advantageous to the other sib-pair designs when the trait residual correlations are low. For example, when the overall heritability is 10% and the causal variant effect is to shift the mean QTV by 0.5 SD, the power for ES-EP (design 7) is 64.1%. It is much more powerful than the second ranked EP, where both sibs in a selected sib-pair are sequenced (53.2%).
When samples are selected within a finite-sized cohort, the sib-pair study designs can be underpowered if both sibs are required to have extreme trait values. This is because QT varies in a continuous scale, and a more stringent selection criterion will result in less extreme phenotypic thresholds ( table 4 ) . For example, for ES-ECSP (design 6) that sequences 1 sib per extreme concordant sib-pair, when the overall heritability is 50%, the upper selection threshold y ES ub -ECSP is 0.620 SD. This cutoff is much less extreme than that for ES-EP (design 7; y ES ub -EP = 1.612 SD), where only the sib with the most ex- Results for the analysis of the 7 study designs are shown for 2 different overall heritabilities: h 2 = 10% and h 2 = 90%. A total of 1,400 selected individuals (1,400 unrelated individuals or 700 sib-pairs, or 1 sib per sib-pair for 1,400 sib-pairs) were used for each study design. 10,000 replicates were generated for each study design/overall heritability combination. (1,400 unrelated individuals or 700 sib-pairs, or 1 sib per sib-pair for 1,400 sib-pairs) were used for each study design. The p values were obtained using 3,000 permutations. 10,000 replicates were generated for each study design/overall heritability combination.
• Power comparisons for MEGA when selection is implemented from an existing cohort. Power is shown for the 6 sib-pair study designs and 1 unrelated individual design under a variety of causative variant genetic effect/overall heritability combinations. Two causative variant genetic effects ( ␤ 1 = 0.5 r and ␤ 1 = 1 r ) together with 5 overall heritabilities ranging from 10 to 90% were examined. For sib-pair study designs, when ␤ 1 = 0.5 r ( a ), 1,600 selected sib-pairs (or 1 sib per sib-pair for 3,200 selected sibpairs) were sequenced from a cohort of 16,000 sib-pairs and, when ␤ 1 = 1 r ( b ), 700 selected sib-pairs (or 1 sib per sib-pair for 1,400 selected sib-pairs) were sequenced from a cohort of 7,000 sibpairs. For the study design using unrelated individuals, when ␤ 1 = 0.5 r , 3,200 samples with extreme traits were sequenced from a cohort of 32,000 unrelated individuals and, when ␤ 1 = 1 r , 1,400 samples with extreme traits were sequenced from a cohort of 14,000 unrelated individuals. The p values were obtained analytically. For each scenario, the power was evaluated for an exomewide significance level ␣ = 2.5 ! 10 -6 using 2,000 replicates. treme QT is sequenced from each sib-pair selected by proband.
The power of study designs using pedigree samples varies with trait-residual correlations ( fig. 4 ) . When the locus-genetic effect is fixed, sib-pair residual correlation increases with overall heritability. The most dramatic trend is observed for EDSP (design 3): with increasing levels of sib-pair residual correlations, the power is increasing. The power for study designs using extreme concordant sib-pairs (i.e. design 2: ECSP and design 6: ES-ECSP) is comparable, and decreases with increasing residual correlations.
Power Comparisons of Sib-Pair and Unrelated Individual Designs under Population Ascertainment
In practice, it may be necessary to collect and phenotype new samples for studying a novel trait or performing genetic research in a new population. The power for the 6 sib-pair study designs and 1 unrelated individual design was compared when samples are selected from a population of unlimited size using pre-specified phenotypic thresholds ( fig. 5 ). The results are very different from cohort selections. The efficiencies for sib-pair study designs are impacted by the phenotypic residual correlation . When residual correlation is low, the power from greatest to lowest for the 7 study designs are ES-ECSP (design 6) 1 ECSP (design 2) 1 EDAC (design 4) ; ES-EP (design 7) 1 EUI (design 1) 1 EP (design 5) ; EDSP (design 3) (see fig. 1 and table 1 for detailed descriptions of each study design). On the other hand, for QT with high sib-pair residual correlations, the order follows ES-ECSP (design 6) 6 EDSP (design 3) 1 EDAC (design 4) 1 ECSP (design 2) ; ES-EP (design 7) 1 EUI (design 1) 1 EP (design 5). The results are largely unaffected by different choices of causal variant genetic effects. Unlike cohort selections, when population ascertainment is performed, proband selection strategies (i.e. design 7: ES-EP and design 5: EP) are no longer among the most powerful designs.
The ES-ECSP (design 6), where only the sib with the most extreme trait value is sequenced from each extreme concordant sib-pair, consistently outperforms other study designs. Its power advantage is particularly pronounced for traits with low residual correlations. However, for a given QT threshold, ES-ECSP requires phenotyping and screening a huge number of sib-pairs. For example, when the trait overall heritability is 10%, approximately 15,913 sib-pairs from the general population will need to be screened in order to obtain 1,400 ECSPs, where both sibs are required to have concordant QTV from the upper or lower 20% extremes. EDAC (design 4) and ECSP (design 2) are among the second most powerful designs, and they are both more powerful than the EUI study design that uses unrelated individuals. EDAC is slightly less powerful for traits with low residual correlations, but has better power than ECSP for traits with high residual correlations. EDAC and ECSP are both consistently more powerful than the EUI. It should be noted that EDAC only screens half as many sib-pairs compared to ECSP, when the overall heritability is 10% ( table 5 ) .
The power of EDSP is highly dependent on sib-pair residual correlations. For QT with high residual correlations, the extreme discordant sib-pair design is among the most powerful study designs. However, similar to ES-ECSP, EDSP also requires screening a large number of sib-pairs ( table 5 ) . For a trait with an overall heritability of 90%, approximately 32,458 sib-pairs are needed in order to obtain 700 selected sib-pairs. The number of individuals (or sib-pairs) that have to be screened for other study designs can also be found in table 5 .
The Analysis of the Ottawa Obesity Study Dataset
A total of 272 variant nucleotide sites were uncovered in the sequence sample from the Ottawa Obesity Study. The dataset is enriched with RV, where 1 80% of the variants are observed ! 10 times in the sample.
In the first analysis that uses only unrelated samples, the p values are p CMC = 0.045, p ANRV = 0.037, and p VT = 0.035, which are nominally significant. In the second analysis that uses all available samples (both unrelated individuals and samples selected from pedigrees), smaller p values are observed for all tests (p CMC = 0.035, p ANRV = 0.026, p VT = 0.030). The observation of smaller p values could have occurred due to incorporating data from additional samples, which can improve the power for detecting QT associations ( table 6 ). The associations with 37 complex obesity candidate genes were also analyzed. However, no significance was identified, which is in concordance with the original study [2] .
Discussion
In this article the mixed effects likelihood framework MEGA is introduced for direct association mapping of rare QTL variants. The mixed likelihood framework analyzes QT information, and also allows for efficient inferences of the genetic parameters of interest. Appropriate permutation algorithms were developed to evaluate statistical significance empirically. As a result, a number of permutation-based RV tests developed for unrelated samples can be extended to sib-pairs.
As an application of the MEGA model, we investigated optimal study designs using sib-pairs and unrelated individuals. The results provide 3 important implications for implementing sequence-based genetic studies: Th e average number of unrelated individuals or sib-pairs screened in order to ascertain 700 sib-pairs, or 1,400 unrelated individuals, or 1 sib per sib-pair for 1,400 selected sib-pairs. Threshold levels y ub = F -1 (80%) and y lb = F -1 (20%) are used for selecting sib-pairs or unrelated individuals under each study design. The causative variant genetic effect of ␤ 1 = 1 r is assumed.
a Average number of unrelated individuals screened. b Average number of sib-pairs screened. (1) Most current genetic studies use existing cohorts of samples. Available cohorts of unrelated individuals can be much larger in size than those of pedigree samples. To implement cohort selections, sequencing samples with extreme traits from a cohort of unrelated individuals can be more powerful than studies that use equal sized or smaller cohorts of sib-pairs. (2) The power for sib-pair study designs was also evaluated. Compared to the analyses by Abecasis et al. [8, 27, 28] , we directly analyzed the associations between multiple RV in the gene locus and QT, and also considered studies where only 1 sib per selected sib-pair is analyzed. We showed that ES-EP, which sequences the sib with the most extreme trait from each sib-pair selected by proband, outperforms other study designs in power. In addition, as it sequences only one sib from each sib-pair, for a given sequence sample size, genetic variants from a larger number of independent chromosomes can be uncovered. Therefore, ES-EP is also advantageous for discovering and cataloguing novel variants that are of potential population-genetic or medical importance. (3) When new samples are ascertained from the population using a pre-specified cutoff, it is important to collect phenotypic information (e.g. systolic and diastolic blood pressure) from additional family members. These information can be easy to obtain and will be greatly useful for prioritizing samples and increasing power. When QTVs from related pedigree members are used in sample ascertainment, they need to be incorporated in the analysis for valid inferences. The likelihood-based methods described for ES-ECSP (design 6) and ES-EP (design 7) can be applied. In addition to the sib-pair study designs that were discussed in this article, Kwan et al. [47] proposed an informativeness index for association mapping, and they showed that sequencing individuals with extreme informativeness indices can be more powerful than the 6 sib-pairs study designs discussed in this article. However, the informativeness measure in Kwan et al. [47] cannot be computed for sequence-based association studies. This is because calculating the informativeness index requires enumerating all possible gene locus genotypes and their frequencies, but in sequence-based studies, potential variant sites are not known in advance, and the estimates of RV frequencies are also not reliable. Therefore, the study design proposed in Kwan et al. [47] is not applicable for detecting associations with RV.
The sequence dataset generated by the Ottawa Obesity Study was analyzed. Nominally significant associations were identified between the BMI and the set of 19 monogenic obesity candidate genes. The results confirmed previous analyses [2] . Applying MEGA, pedigree samples and unrelated individuals with extreme traits can be jointly analyzed. Compared to only analyzing unrelated samples with extreme traits, the power for the joint analysis can be increased and more significant results can be obtained. No significant association was found between the BMI and the set of 37 complex obesity candidate genes. This could have occurred due to (1) the small sample sizes that were analyzed, (2) the moderate effect sizes of RV involved in CT etiologies, (3) some of the 37 genes not being associated with the BMI or (4) variants in the same gene having effects in opposite directions, which negatively impacts power. Correcting for ascertainment mechanisms has been well researched [48] . In addition to prospective likelihood-based approaches, retrospective [47] and conditional likelihoods [49] were also applied to adjust for sampling ascertainment mechanisms in linkage and CV association studies. However, they are not applicable for detecting RV QT associations. Specifically, conditional likelihood considers the QT distribution of individuals who are not probands conditional on that of the probands. It cannot be applied to studies where QTV of both sibs in a sib-pair are used in sample ascertainment. In retrospective likelihoods, genotypes are treated as random variables and the probability of genotype configurations conditional on QTV is modeled. Computing retrospective likelihoods requires enumerating all possible multi-site genotype configurations and their frequencies, which is not feasible since the frequencies of rare multisite genotypes cannot be reliably estimated.
Joint modeling of linkage and association using a variance components model has been widely applied to QTL mapping. The model requires calculating identity-by-descent coefficients, which can be computationally intensive for large pedigrees (or inbred populations) or dense sets of markers (especially for sequence data). On the other hand, direct association mapping only requires kinship coefficients, which are easy to compute.
For evaluating different study designs, a set dominance model was used where all causal variants are assumed to have equal effect. A handful of CT studies support our choice of causative variant genetic effect values. For example, it has been observed that a NS variant A390P in CETP is associated with a 0.4 SD decrease in plasma high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels [50] .
The impact of different population-genetic and phenotypic models on power comparisons was evaluated. Specifically, we examined the genetic models for which variants of lower frequencies have larger phenotypic effects. The model is motivated by the observation that an inverse relationship may exist between variants' MAFs and their genetic effects [1] . We also examined the phenotypic model described by Kryukov et al. [46] , where the QT is assumed to be visible to purifying selections, and the causality of a variant is determined by its fitness. In this model, variants with selection coefficients greater than a threshold are deemed causal and affect the QT of interest. Recently, it was also suggested that (rare) variants in the same genetic locus may have effects in opposite directions [21, 51, 52] . The power for different RV tests varies under different alternative models. However, the validity of these tests is not affected and the relative efficiency for different study designs remains unchanged under these alternative models (data not shown).
The power comparisons in this article were carried out using an exome-wide significance level ␣ = 2.5 ! 10 -6 , which is based upon a Bonferroni correction for testing 20,000 genes. For exome sequencing, since the analysis is carried out on a gene level and variants in different genes are only very weakly correlated, it is not overly conservative to use Bonferroni corrections [9, 16] . It should be noted that correctly controlling for the family-wise error rate is not sufficient for eliminating spurious associations. It is also important to replicate the identified associations using an independent dataset [53] .
For the power comparisons of study designs using pre-specified cutoffs, the impact of different cutoff values y ub , y lb was examined. For the comparisons of selection strategies implemented from within an existing cohort, multiple cohort sizes and selection proportions were also studied. The relative performance of different sampling strategies remains similar. In practice, it is of great interest to know what is the optimal phenotypic threshold for population ascertainment. A universally valid answer to this question is not available. When quantities of clinical interest are available, they can naturally be used as cutoffs. The cutoffs can also be affected by the costs of screening and sequencing individuals. For sequencing a fixed number of individuals, using a more stringent threshold will increase power, but this will also come at the cost of having to screen many more individuals. The use of too stringent thresholds for some phenotypes may not be advisable [54] , since extreme outliers can be due to measurement errors or other artifacts [54, 55] . When selection is implemented within an existing cohort, the cutoffs are jointly determined by the QT distribution, the size of the cohort, and the number of individuals to be sequenced. The cohort sizes used in the simulations are representative of existing cohorts, such as the Mid-Atlantic Twin Registry [10] or the UK Adult Twin Registry [56] .
With the rapid development of next-generation sequencing technologies, direct exome-wide (or whole genome-wide) association studies will be applied on a much larger scale for mapping CT. The methods and results presented in this article will play an important role in dissecting RVs' CT etiologies.
